LIFELOC TECHNOLOGIES RELEASES MOBILE DATA MANAGEMENT
WORKPLACE ALCOHOL TESTING SOLUTION
DENVER – October 3, 2011 – Lifeloc Technologies announces the immediate
availability of the Phoenix 6.0BT (Bluetooth®) DMS Kit, a new addition to its industry
leading line of Workplace Breath Alcohol Testing Systems. The Data Management
System (DMS) version of Lifeloc’s popular Phoenix 6.0BT breath alcohol tester adds a
wireless keyboard and expanded data capture capabilities.
According to Lifeloc product manager Kelly Silverman, “The Phoenix DMS solution
comes in response to user requests for additional test information to make the test
printout more functional for the user. The required DOT test information can be
supplemented with up to six user customizable fields that can be turned on and off as
desired.”

The new Phoenix 6.0 configuration includes both a secure Bluetooth mobile printer and
a new compact Bluetooth wireless keyboard for fast and easy entry of test data. Users
now have the choice of entering test data directly on the Phoenix 6.0BT or via wireless
keyboard. In addition to the required DOT mandated test data, the Alcohol Test Form
can now include information such as company name, site location, contact information,
or other data the test provider would like to include for itself or its customers.
Said Lifeloc president Barry Knott, “Innovation, ease of use, and fool-proof compliance is
what we’re all about. We’ve nailed it with the Phoenix Data Management System.” The
new DMS solution retains Lifeloc’s proprietary EasyMode™ DOT compliance software
and the PermAffix™ tamper evident label system.
Click here to learn more about the Phoenix 6.0 DMS alcohol test solution, or contact us
directly at 1-800-722-4872.

About Lifeloc Technologies
Lifeloc Technologies, Inc. is a trusted international provider of precise, reliable and easy
to use portable breath alcohol testing instruments (breathalyzers). Lifeloc offers
comprehensive online and classroom training, plus a complete line of supplies and drug
screening products. Our alcohol testing devices have been manufactured continuously in
Colorado since our founding in 1983. Lifeloc evidential and screening devices are
approved by the U.S. DOT and other state and international regulatory agencies. More
information about Lifeloc is available at www.lifeloc.com
The statements in this press release, relating to future plans, future events or products and
services, are forward-looking statements which are subject to specific risks and uncertainties.
These could involve particular market trends, competition factors and other risks described in
documents submitted to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. The actual results,
events, products and services may vary significantly from the forecasts. The reader is warned not
to rely on these forward-looking statements without reservation, since these are simply reflections
of the current situation.
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